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in resonance enhanced multi photon ionization of diatomic molecules
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In this paper we extend a previous formulation of molecular resonance enhanced multi photon
ionization (REMPI) photoelectron spectra to explicitly include multiplet-specific final state
wave functions and intermediate coupling schemes. The results of this formulation should be
well suited and helpful in quantitative theoretical studies of rotationally resolved REMPI
spectra in many diatomic molecules of interest. As an example, we use this formulation to
study the rotational branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions for (3 + 1)
REMPI of NH via the 3 3rr Rydberg resonant state. The predicted anomalous rotational
distributions are interpreted as arising from a Cooper minimum in the 1= 2 component of the
k1T photoionization channel. A number of other results are obtained and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resonance
enhanced
multi photon
ionization
( REMPI) has been used to obtain detailed spectroscopic
information I for molecules and, combined with high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), to study branching
ratios and photoelectron angular distributions for photoionization of individual rovibrationallevels of excited states of
molecules. Such rotational and vibrational ion distributions
are important not only for our understanding of the dynamics of molecular photoionization at a quantum-state-specific
level but they can also be exploited to prepare ions in a stateselective manner for subsequent studies. Several rotationally
selective experiments have been performed on H 2 ,2-7
D 2,8-10 and on high J states of NO, 11-14 where the rotational
spacing is large enough to allow rotational resolution in the
photoelectron spectra. Zero-kinetic-energy (ZEKE) photoionization spectroscopy has also been used to obtain ion
rotational spectra for very low J states. 15 ,16 These experiments reveal interesting spectral features such as the dependence of photoelectron angular distributions on rotational
levels/· 14 rotational propensity rules,12-15.17 parity selectivity in transitions between electronically degenerate
states,3.4·12.17.18 effects of alignment,5 and autoionization. 6,10 Xie and Zare 18 and Fujii et al. 17 have also directly
observed rotational ion distributions via laser induced fluorescence spectra (LIF) of HBr+ and Nt, respectively.
Other diatomic molecules such as light hydrides are good
candidates for rotationally resolved studies in the near future.
Buckingham et a1. 19 ,20 first presented general expressions governing rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra.
Later, Fano and Dill2l and Dill22 used multichannel quantum defect theory23.24 to determine rotationally resolved
cross sections and angular distributions for H 2. More recently, formulations including vibrational motion have been given by Itikawa25 and Chandra. 26 Dixit et al. 27 ,28 have also
developed a final state wave function treatment of rotation-

ally resolved photoelectron spectra in the context of REM PI
applications, and presented rotational propensity27 and parity28 selection rules. This formulation has been used in studies of rotational branching ratios and photoelectron angular
distributions in REMPI of NO via the A 2~ + ,29,30
D 2~ + ,30,31 and C 2rr 32 states and of the effects of orbital
evolution on rotational branching ratios in (2 + 1) REMPI
ofCH. 33 Similar parity selection rules were also obtained by
Fredin et al,34 and more recently by Xie and Zare,35
In this paper we extend a formulation 27 .28 for REMPI
photoelectron spectra of diatomic molecules. A useful feature of this extension is that it explicitly assumes that multiplet-specific final state wave functions are used for the photoionized system. With such wave functions we present
general expressions for the photoionization matrix elements
leading to ions with total spin S i= 0. We use intermediate
coupling schemes to represent the resonant and ionic states
which are appropriate for studies of states lying between
pure Hund's cases (a) and (b). The formulation given here,
with its inclusion of multiplet-specific final state wave functions and intermediate coupling schemes, should be well
suited and helpful in quantitative theoretical studies of rotationally resolved REMPI spectra in a wide range of diatomic
molecules, e.g., HBr, OR, NH, O 2, and NF. A formula for
pure Hund's case (b) coupling scheme which generalizes the
work of Dixit and McKoy28 to include the spin couplings of
the final state wave functions is also given. The effect of
alignment is also included throughout the formulation.
As an example, this formulation is used here to study the
rotational branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions associated with I1v = v + - Vi = 0,1 vibrational
transitions for (3 + 1) REMPI ofNR via the3 3rr state. We
choose this specific example for the following reasons. Experimental studies of the rotationally resolved REMPI spectra are under way.36 Previous theoretical studies of vibrationally resolved REMPI spectra have shown clear evidence
for the presence of a Cooper minimum in this system. 37 The
resulting ion distributions can hence be expected to show the
unusual and striking behavior similar to that seen recently in
the REMPI spectra ofOH and which can be explained quan-
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titatively as arising from a Cooper minimum. 38 Furthermore, this system provides a good example of the usefulness
of the intermediate coupling scheme in describing 3rr __ 2rr
transitions.
II. FORMULATION

In an (n + 1) REMPI process of interest here, the resonant intermediate state Ii} is created by absorption of n photons of frequency OJ from the initial state 10) of a molecule.
This state is subsequently ionized by an additional photon,
i.e.,
nfuz)

futJ'

AB--AB*--AB

+

+ e(k).

(1)

The kinetic energy and wave vector of the photoelectron are
denoted by € and k, respectively (i.e., € = k 2/2). The frequency 0/ differs from OJ in a two-color study. For linearly
polarized light, ionization out of each M J magnetic sublevel
of the initial state forms an independent channel. In the perturbative limit, the differential cross section for (n + 1)photon ionization is given by

du
1 ifl DJlo Ii) (ilDn 10) 12
-<XL
. .
dD. MJo E; - Eo - nw + lr;

interested only in the relative populations (the alignment) of
the different M J levels of the resonant state. Under these
circumstances, (r;J; liD II roJo ) is just an overall multiplicative factor. For other cases (r;JdID IIroJ o ) must be explicitly evaluated. I(y;J; liD IIYoJ o ) 12 is the rotational line
strength which is available from Ref. 39 for two and threephoton transitions in diatomic molecules. Note that Eq. (5)
reduces to the formula of Dixit et alY for one-photon excitation.
For a specific Jo --J; transition (on a given branch),
dipole selection rules40 govern which quantum state specific
level (e.g., +, -, or c, d, or e,j) of the virtual and resonant
rovibronic states can be accessed. Here we adopt Kronig
states that are eigenstates of the Uv operator. For diatomic
molecules, the Kronig symmetry operator is just the Uv symmetry operator. We also find that the cld notation is convenient in the formulation. Following Mizushima,41 Hund's
case (a) states with Uv symmetry properties can be defined
as
Ir;p;q)\..;S;~;J;D.;MJi}
1

In this equation, Dpo denotes the electronic dipole moment
operator, Dn the effective dipole moment operator for nphoton excitation, flo the light polarization index in the laboratory frame, r; the width of state Ii), If) the final continuum state of the (ion + photoelectron) system, and E; the
energy of state Ii). Furthermore, for the branching ratios of
interest here, the constant implied in Eq. (2) is unimportant
and will be suppressed.
The effective bound-bound dipole matrix element for n
photon absorption can be written as

(iIDnI O) = (r;J;MJ,IDnlroJoMJo ) = Rn(r;J;IID IlroJo )
(3)

where p indicates a summation over all possible paths, and
ro, r;, and rk represent all other quantum numbers required
for an unambiguous designation of states 10), Ii), and Ik),
respectively. Here Ik) == IrkJkMJ) includes all dipole-allowed virtual states in the first n-photon absorption step.
The rotational part of the dipole moment Rn is independent
of the coupling schemes used for representing the states 10},
Ii), and Ik), and has the form

Properties of these 3) symbols lead to the condition
aM = M J• - M J• _ I = flo· The evaluation of the reduced
matrix element (r;J; liD IlroJo ) requires a summation over
all possible paths and virtual states. In many cases explicit
evaluation of these summations is not necessary, if one is

-

=.,j2
- [lr·ASTJD.MJ)
I
I
I
I
I
I
;

(2)

where
(7a)

p;

=

{~

for estates
for d states'

(7b)

and
for ~ - states
(7c)
for others
As usual, in the above equation 0; denotes the total electronic angular momentum about the internuclear axis, A;
the projection of electronic orbital angular momentum along
the internuclear axis, S; the total spin, ~; its projection along
the internuclear axis, J; the total angular momentum, and
MJi its projection along the laboratory z axis. Note that for
A = D. = 0, there is no d state of ~ + symmetry or c state of
~ - symmetry. For Hund's case (a) the phase factor of the
Kronig state is given by

Uv Ir;p;q;X;S;~;J;D.;MJ)
= ( -

l)Ji+Pi-Silr;p;q;X;S;~;J;O;MJ)'

(8)

In the ellnotation,42 a c level is equivalent to an e level for
even (T; - S;) and to an I level for odd (T; - S;) with
T; = for molecules with an even number of electrons, and!
for molecules with an odd number of electrons. Similarly, ad
level is equivalent to an e level for odd T; - S; and to ani
level for even T; - S;. However, with Hund's case (b) basis
states (T; + ~;) determines the relationship between cld
and elias (T; - S;) does for Hund's case (a) basis states.
In these studies we use the intermediate coupling
scheme to evaluate the matrix element iffJ IDJlo lia ) for photoionization of a parity level a of the resonant state leading to
a parity level/3 in the ion. The intermediate coupling scheme
is suitable for any Hund's case and uses Hund's case (a)
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basis states. Following Hougen,43 the rovibronic state
1ASI,;JflMJ ) associated with a particular electronic-vibrational state is a solution of the Schr6dinger equation
A

H 1ASI,;JflMJ )

= E 1ASI,;JflMJ ) ,

(9)

1\ = (<foe I (y + A + 8 + l'. + ,n'+ M J + IAfl'.f)
X (Afl'.fID"A
Ir;A;S;l'..',n,~J;fl.I,n,~MJ)'
rv
'

(16a)

12 = ( - l)p,+q,

with

X (¢e I(y + A + S + l'. + ,n'. J + fl + .n'" M J + IAfl'.f)
( 10)
A

A

where Heu and Hr are the electronic-vibrational and rotational parts ofthe Hamiltonian, respectively, and E the enereigenstate.
Neglecting B (L i), for diatomic molegy of the
A
A
cules, Hev and Hr have the following forms:

X (Afl'.fIDpoly; - A;S; -l'.;,n;J; - fl;,n;MJ),

13

=

(16b)

(-1)P+ +q+(¢el
X (y + - A + S + - l'. + ,n'+ J +

- fl + ,n'+ M J+ IAfl'.f)

(11)

X (Afl'.fID"Jy;A;S;l'..
~J;fl.l,n,,MJ) ,
r-v
I,n,

(16c)

I

and

ifr =B(P_J2z +8 2 _8 z2 ) -B(J +8- +J _ 8+ ),
(12)

where A and B are the spin-orbit splitting and rotational
constants, respectively. if~v, which contributes a constant
energy only, is the electronic-vibrational Hamiltonian without the spin-orbit interaction. The cross terms J + 8 _ and
J _ 8 + in Eq. (12) mix pure-case (a) and (b) states and
thus give rise to the intermediate coupling scheme state nota.
tion 1~;JflMJ)'
Diagonalization of the (28 + 1) X (28 + 1) Hamiltonian if in this (28 + 1) basis yields eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. We denote the set of rovibronic states
as IFn), n = 1,2, ... ,(28 + 1)
28+ \

L

IFn) =

Cjn l~j;JfljMJ)'

and
14 = (-I)P;+q;+p+ +q+(¢el
X(y+ -A+8+ -~+,n,.J+ -fl+.n,.MJ.IAf~f)

X (Afl'.fID"rO Iy; - A;S; - l'. 1,11,
. .J; - fl.I , ,M]),
n;,

(16d)

where Cn+n+
,
and C,
are coefficients of perturbed rovinjnj
bronic states of the ion and resonant states, respectively, and
IAf~f) are the multiplet-specific final state wave functions
including spin. IAf~f) are anti symmetrized products of the
photoelectron and ion wave functions which may consist of
several spin combinations as
IAfl'.f) =

(13)

Lm CmIA+ S+ l'.+ J + fl+ MJ+ ;leMleSel'.e),
(17)

j= 1

The Fn indices label the energy ordering ofthe eigenvalues for
a given J, with n = 1 the lowest and n = 28 + 1 the highest. In
the limiting cases A - 0 and AlB ~ 00 , this treatment reduces

to that of pure Hund's cases (b) and (a), respectively. Also,
from Eq. (6), the Kronig component a of the perturbed
rovibronic state is given by
IFna) =

C

-

L ~ [1ASI,JfljMJ ) + ( jJ2
X

I - As -

l'.jJ - fljMJ )

l)p+q

] ,

= ')

¥r

If) = I IAfl'.f) (Afl'.flf) ,

(<foe I(Fn+pIAfl'.f) (Afl'.f ID/Jo IFn,a)

(18)

AjI.r

is used. In Eqs. (15) and (16) l<foe) is the photoelectron wave
function given by
I¢e)

(14)

where a = c or d (or e orf) andp, q are defined in Eq. (7).
The state indices i and + for the resonant and ionic states
are omitted in Eqs. (13) and (14).
We now examine the photoionization matrix element
for ionization of a resonant state with Kronig symmetry a of
a rovibronic state IFn) of state Ij) to a final continuum state
with Kronig symmetry {3 of a rovibronic eigenstate IFn + ) of
state If + ). The bound-free transition moment can be written as

(fpID/Jolia)

with Se = ~ and ~e = ± ~ for the photoelectron, and Cm is
an expansion coefficient. In Eq. (15) the total final state
continuum wave function

=I
~

(_1):E.-m·.@~~eISel'.e)

I

j1e-i"ll(

_1)m-A

Urn

(19)

in the molecular frame. Here .@ ~A are rotational matrices in
Edmonds's notation,44 "11 the Coulomb phase shift, tPw a
partial wave component of the photoelectron orbital45 .46 for
momentum k. In Eq. (19) the photoelectron wave function
is expanded in spherical harmonics Y 1m (k). Below we will
suppress the subindices n'+ and n; used in Eq. (16).
With the following molecular frame basis for both the
ionic state and bound state wave functions

(15)

with
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Luccheseetal. 45 [cf. Eq. (47) of Ref. 45]. TheII."'/l (Af~f) is

the vibrationally averaged photoelectron matrix element
between the resonant state and the photoelectron continuum
wave function in the molecular frame
IlA/l = ( - i) 1/'1,

and the dipole operator in the molecular frame
DI'-o =

rE. r L ( - 1)/l-I'-o~~ YI/l (r),
\j 3 /l

~ [( 2J +
X

L

+

1) (2Ji

+

dRX:+ (R)fj/l(R)Xvj(R),

(25)
For some states of singlet spin llA/l;~e(Af~f) reduces to
Il)'/l (Af~f)' Equation (21) is then usually used to describe

1) (2Si

+

the rotational ion distribution for the Hund's case (a) when
the parity of rotational levels is neglected. For linear molecules, we also have

1)] 1/2

Q1I Y~!),

(21)

(26)

J,m,)..,

We will refer to IIA/l;~e as a "generalized vibrationally averaged dipole moment" to distinguish it from IIA/l .
Omitting the term Q and the overall constant in Eq.
(21 ), 12 , 13 , and 14 can be similarly shown to be given by

J,m,A,
me1m

with
Q = ( _ 1) M J , + S + +

1/2 (2J,

+

(24)

where
(20c)

II ofEq. (16a) can be written as

II =

f

1)( 2J

r

+

1)

I

J+
X ( -MJ

-m

t

(22a)

(27a)

(22b)

(27b)
and

(22c)
and
I

-A.

f-l

From properties of 3-j symbols, J r and J, are restricted by
IJ, - J r I.;;; 1. In Eqs. (22), I is the partial wave component of
the photoelectron orbital and m its magnetic quantum number. Equations (22b) and (22d) give the restriction
f-l - A.

= ± (A: +

- Ai)

Se

(22d)

~e

. (27c)

By combining Eqs. (27) and (22b) with Eq. (26) and properties of the 3-j symbols, the bound-free transition moment,
Eq. (15), can be expressed in terms of spherical harmonics
Y lm (k) as

(23)

for the angular momentum transfer in the photoionization
process. Note that the sign in Eq. (23) differs from that of

S)
~:

<tplDI'-o lia)

=L

elm

Ylm (k)

(28)

1m

with

I

(29)
and
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(30)
where I:::..J = J + - J i , I:::..S = S + - Si' I:::..p = P + -Pi' and I:::..q = q + - qi' and the ~ in Eq. (29) goes over all possible
indices. Equations (29) and (30) yield the parity selection rule
I:::..J+I:::..S+2Se +l:::..p+l:::..q+l=odd

(31)

which is the same as that ofXie and Zare,35 and Dixit and McKoy.28 Note that I:::..q does not arise in the results of Dixit and
McKoy, since ~ - states were not explicitly considered there. For these states the spin-orbit splittings are always negligible
and pure Hund's case (b) applies.
In addition to the selection rules ofEqs. (23) and (31), an additional restriction follows from Eqs. (27a) and (27b),
p-A=±(A++Ai )

(32)

with A = IA I. Equation (23) governs Ai --- A + and - Ai --- - A + transitions, while Eq. (32) governs Ai --- - A + and
- Ai -A + transitions. Note that in ~-~ transition, Eq. (23) reduces to Eq. (32).
For pure Hund's case (b) and with the approach of Dixit et al., 27,28 we can write the photoelectron matrix element ofEq.
(28) as
(fplDI'o lia

)'

= L elm Y lm (k)

(33)

1m

with

Nt) ( Nt
At
-At
Ni
-Ai
p' = M +

+ MJ +

-

Mi

+ Po

- Ni - N +

P

I )
-A

Nt) ( Nt
At
-At

+ Si -

A+ - P

(34a)

P

+ !,

(34b)

and
(34c)
where N + and Ni are the electronic plus rotational angular
momentum of the ionic and resonant states, respectively, Nt
the angular momentum transfer, and M s, the spin projection
along the internuclear axis in the laboratory frame. The generalized vibrationally averaged dipole matrix element
i UI1 'MS, is given as in Eq. (22c) except that its spin component is defined in the laboratory frame. Note that Eq. (33)
has been generalized to nonzero spin. Equations (23) and
(32) remain the same but the parity selection rule of Eq.
( 31 ) becomes
N+

-

Ni

+ /+ P+

-

Pi

= odd,

(35)

which has been previously derived by Xie and Zare35 and
Dixit and McKoy. 28 For a ~ --+ ~ transition, Eq' (35) further
reduces to N + - Ni + / = odd. 27
The differential cross section, Eq. (2), for both coupling
schemes can be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials

as

where (Tis the total cross section andpu the alignment of M J
magnetic levels of the resonant state. To obtain Eq. (36) we
used the relationship

= ( _ 1) m'

x(~
Clearly only the
(36).

L [( 2/ + 1)( 2/' + 1)( 2L + 1) ]
L,ML

41T

I'
-m'

I'

YL,Q

L) *
o o Y LM,'

1/2

(37)

terms of Eq. (37) contribute to Eq.
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'I' Cl: - )

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As an application of these selection rules for rotationally
resolved ion distributions and photoelectron angular distributions, we have studied the (3 + 1) REMPI ofNH via the
3 311 Rydberg state. The (3 + 1) REMPlofNH CI1-+211)
is a good example of the intermediate coupling scheme because A.( == IA IB I> lies between Hund's case (a) and (b) in
both the resonant and ionic states. For the resonant 311
state,47,48 A = 36.65 cm -1, B = 14.34 cm -1, and A = 2.6;
for the ionic X 211 state,49 A = 77.8 cm - I, B = 15.35 cm - I,
and A = 5.1. The electronic wave function for the 3 311 (3pO')
resonant state, with electron configuration la22a23a211T50',
was obtained using the improved virtual orbital method 50
with an extensive Gaussian basis.37 The photoelectron orbitals needed in this study were obtained using the iterative
Schwinger method in the frozen-core approximation. 45 The
single-center expansion ofthe 50' orbital around the center of
mass gives the following partial wave composition: 12.7%s,
87.2%p, and 0.2%d at R = 1.5ao, and 85.1 %s, 5.2%p, and
7.6%d at R = 3.0ao. The rapid orbital evolution gives rise to
strong non-Franck-Condon behavior in the vibrational
branching ratios, an effect previously predicted to occur in
the REMPI ofOH via the analogous 3pO'Rydberg state. 51 .52
Further details of these calculations are reported elsewhere. 37
The multiplet-specific wave functions for the dipole-allowed channels for ionization of the 50' orbital of the Rydberg 3 311 state ofNH leading to the X 211 state ofNH + , for
l:f = (l: + + l:.) = Si = 1, are given by
'l'CI1) = I(core) I1T + kO'I,

(38a)

'l'ea)

(38b)

=

I(core) I1T + k1T + I,

18

1.0 P:::

~

(38c)

and
'I' Cl: + )

= _1_

~

[I ( core) 11T + k1T _ I + I( core) I1T _ k1T + I],
(38d)

with (core) = la22a23a2. Similar contributions from wave
functions for states with l:f = 0, - 1 associated with spin
eigenstates (1/~)(a{3 + {3a) and{3{3must also be included in Eq. (18).
In Fig. I we show calculated ionic rotational branching
ratios for the (3 + 1) REMPI via the Nll (22) branch of the
3 311, c level of the IFI) state of NH for the diagonal
(av = v + - Vi = 0) vibrational bands: 0 - 0,1 - 1,2 - 2,
and 3 - 3. We choose this Nll (22) branch to facilitate a
comparision with the previous study of rotational distributions in REMPI of CH. 33 The branching ratios are normalized to the most intense transition and convoluted with a
Gaussian detector function with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 6 meV. Calculations show that the c -+ d
(or f -+ j) and IFI) --+ IF2 ) transitions are minor (not
shown). The ionic rotational distributions are determined
for the Nil (22) branch because it is a "clean" branch, and it
has reached the high-J limit. The rotational branching ratios
are slightly asymmetrical around aN = 0 because the kinetic energies of the photoelectrons for aN> 0 are smaller than
those for aN < O. Since Ni = 18, the aN = 0 peak corre-

18

1.0
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.........0til
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FIG. 1. Ionic rotational branching ratios
for the (3 + I) REMPI via the Nl1 (22)
branch of the 3 3n state ofNH at the diagonal, au = 0, vibrational transition
bands. The branching ratios are normalized to the most intense peak and convoluted with Gaussian detector function at
FWHM = 6 meV. The kinetic energy of
photoelectron is -0.77 eV.
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sponds to N + = 18. The evolution of the 50' orbital for the
3 3n state of NH, the E' 2l; + state of CH, and the D 2l; stateofOH are all similar and rapid as a function ofinternuclear distance. It changes from predominantly 3p character
at small internuclear distances to predominantly 3s character at larger internuclear separations. In contrast to the behavior seen in CH,33 we do not see as strong a dependence of
rotational distributions on vibrational excitation in the intermediate state. A dominant tl.N = even distribution of ionic
rotational states is predicted in contrast to the IlN = odd
distribution expected for ionization of a 3pO' electron. Simi-

lar photoelectron spectra have been measured for the
(2 + 1) REMPI of D 2l; - (3pO') Rydberg state of OH.38
Here the Cooper minimum in the 3pO'-+krrU = 2) channe1 37 ,38,51.52 and I mixing in the continuum due to the nonspherical molecular potential have been shown to be responsible for the anomalous distributions. 38 ,53 A systematic
investigation of the dependence of rotational branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions on electronic
structures of molecular hydrides CH, NH, and OH is reported elsewhere. 54
Figure 2 shows calculated rotational branching ratios
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FIG. 3. Photoelectron angular distributions for the Nil (22) branch of the
(3 + 1) REMPI of NH at different
!J..N(!J..N"",N + - N;) transitions for the
o - 0 and 1 - 1 bands of Fig. 1 and the
0- 1 and 3 - 4 bands of Fig. 2. The polarization direction (8 = 0) is vertical.
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for l1u = 1 vibrational bands. We show the l1u = 1 band here
since significant ion signals are predicted for this band. 37
These rotational branching ratios have reached the larger R
limit as seen by comparison with those ofthe 2 - 2 and 3 - 3
transitions of Fig. 1.
Figure 3 shows rotationally resolved photoelectron angular distributions corresponding to the 0 - 0 and 1 - 1
bands of Fig. 1 and the 0 - 1 and 3 - 4 bands of Fig. 2.
Photoelectron angular distributions for other bands are similar to those shown in Fig. 3. The polarization direction
(() = 0) is vertical. Asymmetry parameters up to f3 4 in Eq.
(36) have been evaluated. The photoelectron angular distributions clearly depend on the rotational state of the ion and
are slightly asymmetrical about I1N = 0, due to difference in
photoelectron energies. The distributions in Fig. 3 have contributions mainly from c -. c and IF, >-. IF, >transitions. The
photoelectron angular distributions for the c-.d transition
are all polarized perpendicular to the polarization of the incident laser beam and have a relatively small magnitude (not
shown). The partial wave contributions to the population of
J + rotational levels obey the parity selection rule
I1N + I = odd of Eq. (35) (with I1p = 0 here). Clearly, s
and d waves are responsible for the I1N = ± 1, ± 3 transitions and p and f waves for the I1N = 0, ± 2 transitions.
These rotationally resolved photoelectron angular distributions reflect the angular momentum composition of the photoelectron matrix element. Note that the photoelectron angular distributions are plotted assuming f3 0 = 1.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extended a previous formulation
of molecular REMPI photoelectron spectra by explicit inclusion of multiplet-specific final state wave functions and
intermediate coupling schemes. We illustrate the utility of
this formulation with its application to rotationally resolved
photoelectron spectra for (3 + I) REMPI of NH via the
3 3II intermediate state i.e., a 3II -. 2 II ionizing transition.
These photoelectron spectra show an anomalously large
I1N = 0 peak which is seen to arise from a Cooper minimum
in the 1=2 component of the 5u-.k1T channel. Similar behavior has recently been seen in REMPI photoelectron spectra of OH via the D 2~ - Rydberg state. 38 Experimental 36
and theoretical studies of the rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra for (2 + 1) REMPI of NH via the f' II,
g 111, and h 1~ Rydberg states are under way and will be
reported on elsewhere.
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